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DEVILISH DETAILS

Evaluating Continuous Integration (CI) and Build Management (BM) servers may appear like a

straight forward proposition, but that can be deceiving. Having responded to well over 50 RFPs in the

last 12 months alone, we recognize that the marketing checklist is one thing, and the operational needs

of the team and enterprise are quite another. If you will soon be looking at CI and/or BM (perhaps

beyond) for your organization, this paper can help you structure the right requirements for your need

set, as well as help you produce an RFP that insures a quick ROI.

The paper is organized around three feature sets that we typically see in evaluation scenarios. The first

focuses on CI and provides some of the basic functionality required for an implementation of either CI

and/or BM. In this way, the CI feature set lays the foundation for the BM feature set that follows. The

BM feature set focuses on providing the traceability that is critical to a successful implementation of

the practice. And the Enterprise Class feature set focuses on the attributes and deliverables that we

have found are indispensable for implementing either a CI or BM server at an enterprise scale.

Depending on the goals of a particular project/evaluation, the emphasis of any of the three feature sets

may change. For example, a small team of developers evaluating a CI server may not assign much

weight to the Enterprise Class feature set. Whereas a Fortune 100 enterprise looking for an enterprise

wide BM solution to help aid with compliance requirements may not assign much value to the CI fea-

ture set.

We hope you find this guide to evaluating CI and/or BM servers useful. It is intended to provide some

background and educational material regarding the features that a potential solution should contain,

along with explanations as to why such characteristics are important. The paper is written by people

that have been there from the beginning; having released their first CI and BM server back in July of

2001. Since then, the AnthillPro team has helped over 350 organizations adopt CI, implement BM, and

introduce Application Lifecycle Automation. 

At the end of this paper, a summary checklist of all the features covered in the text is included. The

text is annotated to correspond to items on the checklist. For example, the section on SCM Integration

is marked with [1] and the Distributed Builds section is marked with [12] in the left hand column. So

when using the checklist, it is possible to easily find detailed information about any particular feature.

We do not provide an evaluation methodology, such as rating each solution under evaluation on a scale

of 0 to 5. That scoring varies by organization, depending on your devilish details, but the framework

will hopefully be helpful.
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CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION SERVERS

As Continuous Integration (CI) proves its value to enterprise organizations, a new breed of servers

has emerged to address the needs of this growing practice. A quick search for enterprise CI servers

reveals a host of product offerings from numerous vendors ... each with its own take on what a CI

server is. The sheer amount of information can be overwhelming when an organization is looking to

integrate CI into their development environment, and may warp expectations and requirements. In

order to understand what features are necessary, or even sufficient to implement CI, it is essential to

have a thorough understanding of CI. Before discussing the CI feature set, a brief definition of the

practice and its goal should prove helpful.

FOUNDATIONS OF CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION

Martin Fowler describes CI as a software development practice in which team members integrate

their work frequently (at least once a day), and that each integration is verified by a build process that

includes testing. For our purposes, we can make this widely accepted definition a bit more general.

CI is a practice made up of two components: 1.) team members integrating their work frequently; and

2.) each successful integration does not degrade code quality.

To a large extent, CI is based on the observation that the longer developers go without integrating

their work the more painful the eventual integration. It follows that the more frequently developers

integrate their work the less painful the integration will be is also true. So let us push this observa-

tion to the limit and integrate continuously (e.g., with each change). However, frequent integration is

only one part of the practice, and is not sufficient on its own to constitute CI. In order to practice CI,

the second part of the definition must also be met: Each successful integration should not degrade

code quality. This is exactly where a CI server enters the picture. It is the purpose of the CI server to

determine whether an integration degrades the code quality. It is the CI server that decides whether a

set of integrated changes constitute a successful integration. And if not, then the CI server equips the

development team with the needed information to either back out the offending integration or correct

the problem.

There are two implicit questions that have been raised: how does the CI server determine whether an

integration is successful; and what is the information that needs to be provided back to the develop-

ment team in order to address the problem. The standard means of determining code quality is test-

ing. This is why CI and testing go hand in hand; and it is why a CI server needs to integrate with test-

ing tools. If tests determine that an integration is unsuccessful, developers need to be notified regard-

ing both the changes that were integrated and what test(s) failed. In actuality, more information may

be provided to the development team, but this simple notification is the minimum.

While the concept of CI is simple and intuitive, there are many nuances in its practice. The imple-

mentation of CI raises many issues that you might not have thought of ahead of time, such as: how

to ensure that a CI server obtains a consistent set of sources if a developer uses multiple commits to

submit a single change; what happens if the duration of the build exceeds the duration of the build

loop; or how to keep the builds from queuing up.
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CI is not simply about performing builds on a tight loop. This paper seeks to point out some of the

pitfalls that are frequently encountered in practice. The point of the paper is to arm you with the

knowledge about such pitfalls and inform you of the features that can (and should) exist within the

CI server that you select to address such pitfalls. Knowledge is power.

PURE CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION FEATURES

To successfully practice CI, the server must provide a minimum set of features:

SCM INTEGRATION

The practice of CI takes for granted (and is reliant on the fact) that the development team uses a

source code management (SCM) system. Naturally, a CI server needs to be able to interact with the

SCM repository. The extent of this interaction may be surprising as it goes well beyond the simple

ability to retrieve the latest sources. In addition, there are changelog reports, triggers, and the quiet

period.

Support for your SCM. This is one of those hurdles that you need to get through just to get to the

more challenging and fun stuff. The first questions here are: how well does the CI server support your

SCM out-of-the-box. If it has a built-in integration, then that is ideal. If there is no built-in integra-

tion, the question “how much effort is it going to take to develop the integration and then to maintain

it?” arises. The nuance on the above is whether the tool supports your usage pattern for your SCM.

For example, you may always build from a branch or stream ... does the tool support that? Or you

may build from a label or snapshot ... is that supported? The more “enterprise-ready” (read compli-

cated) your SCM tool is, the more potential ways to use it there may be. You need to determine

whether the CI tools you are evaluating are going to support the way you interact with your SCM.

The CI server needs to be able to produce a changelog report based on data in the SCM. While this

item perhaps belongs in the “Feedback” section, its implementation is reliant on integration between

the CI server and your SCM. To satisfy this criterion, the CI server needs to be able to produce a

report identifying all source code changes included in the CI build. This is critical to a proper imple-

mentation of CI, a point that will be discussed in further detail (see the “Feedback” section).

Triggers. Triggers are what tell the CI server that some new source code changes are available in the

SCM and should be verified to determine whether they degraded the code quality. Triggers fall into

two categories: polling and event-based.

Polling triggers run on a tight schedule such as every 15 or 30 minutes. Every time the schedule fires,

the trigger runs an SCM changelog command to determine whether there have been any new changes

committed to the repository since the last build. This is a very simple and effective system but with

several drawbacks. One problem is that polling triggers exert a load on the SCM server in a periodic

pattern, even if no changes have been made to the source code. This can impact developers trying to

interact with the SCM server at the same time. Another problem with the polling trigger is that it does

not actually produce “continuous” integration, as changes get batched together based on the polling

interval. This means that developers may be waiting for a long time before getting feedback on their

integrated changes. There is an upside to polling triggers: they will work in virtually every environ-

ment. For this reason, you should ensure that any CI server supports polling triggers.

Event-based triggers are tightly integrated with the SCM and usually consist of a script that your

SCM invokes every time there is a commit. The script calls out to the CI server and informs it of the

commit. Event-based triggers are more efficient than polling triggers as they do not tax the SCM serv-

er resources unnecessarily. They also produce a more “continuous” behavior, since the CI server is

notified of every commit as soon as it happens. The down side to event-based triggers is that they

require the SCM to run a script which may not be an “approved” integration with the SCM, and thus

not every organization may be permitted to make use of event-based triggers. When evaluating CI

servers, make sure to dig into the details of how SCM triggers are implemented. Many CI servers

make it seem like they provide event-based triggers even though they actually implement polling trig-

[1]

[1.1 to 1.1.2]

[1.2 to 1.2.2]
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gers underneath. Keep in mind that terms such as “polling” and “event-based” are not necessarily

used in the same manner by all vendors. You have to dig under the surface to find out what is actu-

ally going on.

Quiet Periods. Quiet periods ensure that the source code used for a CI builds is consistent. There are

two well known situations that can produce an inconsistent code base for a build. The first is the sit-

uation where a developer uses multiple commits to submit a single change. For example, the devel-

oper may have modified two files in one directory and commits those together before committing a

second set of files in another directory. If a build grabs the sources after the first commit but before

the second commit, the code base will be in an inconsistent state. 

The second scenario that can produce an inconsistent code base is a non-transactional SCM.

Unfortunately there are still non-transactional SCMs in use today, and they range from open source

ones to some of the most popular enterprise-level systems. When a non-transactional SCM is used in

conjunction with a polling trigger, the trigger can fire in the middle of a multi-file commit. When that

happens, since a set of related changes to multiple files is not treated as a single commit but as a series

of individual file commits, the CI server can grab source code from the middle of the commit.

Fortunately, if your server implements the quiet period feature both of the above mentioned 

scenarios can be overcome.

The quiet period feature assumes that a single cohesive set of changes may be split into a 

sequence of multiple commits. The challenge is in the grouping of commits into cohesive changes.

The strategy is to use periods devoid of commits (the quiet periods) to demarcate the boundaries

between cohesive sets of changes. CI servers that implement the quiet period feature will be able to

effectively handle the scenarios discussed above; however, a server without this feature runs the risk

of using an inconsistent set of sources for builds.

There is a common mistake or short-cut that can all too often be found in a quiet period implemen-

tation. We can use Fig. 1 to illustrate the mistake. Let us assume that our quiet period is configured

to be 30 seconds and that there is a commit (C1) at 0:00, followed by a commit (C2) at 0:05, and a

commit (C3) at 0:15. A CI server will notice that the quiet period expired at 0:45 and will then 

proceed to get the source code. If the CI server obtains the latest source code from the SCM after

determining that a quiet period passed, then there is a race condition. Computers are fast, but they are

not instantaneous. There is some period of time that passes between the determination that the quiet

period has been met (at 0:45) and the retrieval of the source code from the SCM (B1 at 0:47). And

this period of time is enough to let a commit (C4) at 0:46 sneak in and produce an inconsistent set of

Fig. 1

[1.3 to 1.3.1]
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sources for the build. The proper implementation of this feature would not obtain the latest sources

from the repository after ensuring a quiet period passed. Instead, it would obtain source from the 

middle of the quiet period (B at 0:30). As with the event-based triggers, the devil is in the details 

here. You must dig under the surface to determine whether the quiet period implementation is flawed

or not.

BUILD TOOL INTEGRATIONS

It is easy to fall into the trap of thinking that build production is the main purpose of a CI server, since

CI servers build the source code obtained from the SCM. But the build is an ancillary part of CI. (To

learn about the CI build and how it differs from the BM build, please refer to our earlier white paper

“Drawing the Line: Continuous Integration and Build Management”). Nevertheless, CI servers do

build source code and thus they must have integrations with build tools. When evaluating CI servers,

you should ensure that the CI server does in fact integrate with the build tools that are used within

your organization. Perhaps the only confusing part of this evaluation criterion is the determination of

what type of build tools we are talking about, since the CI server itself can be viewed as a build tool.

The best way to clear up this confusion is to provide examples of build tools that the CI server should

integrate with. They are: Ant, Maven, Nant, MSBuild, Make, and the list can go on. In some cases, a

CI server will not have out-of-the-box integrations with all the build tools in your organization. In

those cases, you need to ensure that the CI server will be able to invoke any non-integrated build tools

via some other means.

QUALITY DETERMINATION

It can be said that the purpose of the CI build is to determine whether there has been degradation in

code quality due to an integration. But before we detect a degradation in code quality, we need some

means to determine code quality. Current technology allows us to do this through testing. Therefore,

the CI server must integrate with testing and coverage tools. But be forewarned that there is a lot of

snake oil out there regarding tool integrations. Some vendors will claim to integrate with every tool

under the sun simply because they allow the user to manually configure a step to call the tool’s com-

mand-line interface. Since determining code quality and whether it has degraded is the primary pur-

pose of the CI server, the integrations with testing and code-coverage tools have to be meaningful.

Testing Tool Integrations. Virtually any tool that calls itself a CI server can call out to a testing tool.

The difference is in what happens next: does the CI server have a way to capture the testing tool out-

put and reports? In order to do that, the test reports need to be placed somewhere like an integrated

build portal. Without an integrated build portal that includes testing reports, the value proposition of

the CI server is severely diluted as developers will have to hunt through additional web sites, FTP

sites, or directory trees to locate reports that should automatically be associated with a build.

Does the CI server parse the output of the testing tool and store it in a data warehouse? In order to do

this, the CI server needs to understand the output of the testing tool. Storing data in a data 

warehouse makes it available for various metrics, analysis, trending, and that key point of it all: deter-

mining whether the quality of code in the most recent CI build was lower than the code quality in the

previous build.

Being able to parse the output of testing tools allows one other piece of functionality; the ability to

make logical decisions based on the test results. For example, in development it may be completely

expected that 5 percent of the unit tests fail at any one time. But, if that ratio goes up to 6 percent,

then perhaps the project manager and/or the lead developer should be automatically notified.

Test Coverage Tool Integrations. As with testing tool integration, the same points raised regarding

testing tool integrations apply to code coverage tool integrations. Can the CI server capture the out-

put and reports and place them in an integrated build portal? Can the CI server parse the output and

store it in an integrated data warehouse? Can logical decisions be made based on the output of the

code coverage tool? Can the data stored in the data warehouse be consumed as metrics?

[2 TO 2.2] 

[3]

[3.1 to 3.1.4]

[3.2 to 3.2.4]
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Means to Integrate Additional Reports. The CI server should allow reports from additional tools

(such as static code analyzers, and other tools) to be integrated into the build portal so that develop-

ers can quickly and easily locate them.

FEEDBACK

CI is concerned with integrated source code changes, the effect those changes have on quality, and

communicating that information to the development team. It is critical that the CI server be timely

and targeted in its communications. Remember that the longer the developers go in their separate

directions, the more difficult the eventual integration will be. Likewise, the longer the development

team goes down the wrong path, such as working on top of changes that degraded code quality, the

more painful it will be to correct that mistake. That is why timely feedback is key, and it is why CI

practitioners often refer to the feedback loop and the quest to shorten said loop. Features such as

event-based triggers (discussed above) shorten feedback loops. In addition to being timely, feedback

must be effective so that it will be acted upon. In this section we focus on features that make feed-

back effective.

Notifications. Effective feedback is woven into the set of tools that developers already utilize.

Therefore, the CI server should be flexible in the choice of communication medium that is utilized to

send feedback to developers. Some developers may prefer to receive e-mails; while others may pre-

fer instant messages; and yet others may prefer a tray icon to provide a visual cue. Of course, a noti-

fication system integrated with an IDE via a plug-in also makes a lot of sense. So make sure that the

CI server you are selecting supports the notification medium that your developers would prefer to use. 

In addition to the notification medium, the format of the notification message should be taken into

consideration. Is the CI server flexible enough to give you control over the message itself? Some

teams like to receive short direct messages that are to the point, along with a link to the build portal

where additional information is available. Yet other teams would prefer to receive all the pertinent

information right in the notification message.

The “blame developers” feature allows a quality-degradation-feedback message to be sent directly to

the developer or developers that are responsible for the code changes. This is a very effective feature,

as it ensures that developers do not ignore or “tune out” the feedback messages from the CI server,

as they might do if they receive every failure notification.

Build Portal (Dashboard) with Reports. The build portal, sometimes called the dashboard, should

be integrated into the CI server; and should provide a single location where all the information about

the CI build is accessible via a browser. Code quality reports (mentioned earlier) as well as the

changelog and any error logs all need to be readily available in the build portal. In that pragmatic and

fast-paced world of Agile development, a tool that does not place all the pertinent information in a

single, logical, and easy to find location is simply not going to provide the needed value.

One of the crucial pieces of information for a CI server to make available in the build portal is the

changelog. This piece of information is indispensable in the situation where integrated code changes

have to be backed out. In that case, the changelog will identify exactly what source code changes need

to be rolled back. Any tool incapable of producing an easy to consume changelog detailing the source

code changes integrated and verified by the build cannot be considered to be a CI server.

Sometimes it is easier to fix an offending piece of code than to back it out. In order to do that, devel-

opers need to have immediate access to any error logs and other information that would help pin point

the problem causing the quality degradation. The pertinent piece of information may be a build-log

that shows off a compilation problem. Or it may be a test report that details a particular test failure.

Whatever the pertinent piece of information is, it should be included in the build portal so that it can

be quickly and easily accessed by the development team.

[3.3]

[4]

[4.1 to 4.1.2]

[4.2 to 4.2.2]
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IDE Plugins. IDE plugins have already been mentioned above as a communication medium; howev-

er they are important enough to warrant their own subsection and evaluation criterion. Because the

CI server is mainly a developer tool, it needs to be integrated with the developer tool set. The reality

is that a vast majority of developers spend most of their time working in their favorite IDE. Being

able to interact with the CI server from within their IDE provides developers with additional value.

SMART BUILD QUEUE

This is one of those features that separates hardened CI servers from the impostors. Let’s start by

describing the situation that makes this feature so important. Suppose you have a polling trigger that

polls for changes every 15 minutes. Your build takes about 13 minutes to run, so your server is almost

always busy producing a build. But as your project grows, your build time grows as well, all the way

up to 20 minutes per build. Now, when the trigger fires in an attempt to kick off a build to verify the

integration of some new code changes, the previous CI build is still running. 

There are several things that can happen at this point. You could allow multiple builds of the same

project to run concurrently. This may work for a while if you have enough machines to handle all

these concurrent builds. If the problem gets bad enough, or if you are supporting multiple projects, it

is just a matter of time before you have builds that are queuing up because the system cannot handle

the build throughput ... no matter how many build machines you have. And once builds start queuing

up, your feedback loop gets longer and longer. Soon, your development team will be waiting hours

for the feedback on their changes. 

The solution to the above problem is to use a CI server that includes a smart build queue that auto-

matically adjusts the granularity level of builds by coalescing build requests generated by triggers. If

the build queue contains a request to build project A with changes from 9:45 when another request to

build project A with changes from 10:00 comes in, the smart build queue will consolidate the two

requests. The result will be a single request to build project A with changes from 10:00 since the

changes from 9:45 will be automatically included if we take the code from 10:00. Of course, you need

to make sure that the build request coalescing implementation takes into account the quiet period;

however, that may take a bit of probing.

DEPENDENCY MANAGEMENT

With the trend toward more complex software, the popularity of SOA and composite applications, as

well as the availability of numerous open source and third-party libraries, the ability to provide

dependency management has become almost indispensable. Treatment of dependency management

by CI servers ranges from none at all; to simplistic event-based schemes; to integrated, sophisticated

dependency management solutions. And while it may seem that a dependency management system

should exist independently from a CI server, the impact of a dependency tree on build scheduling sug-

gests otherwise.

Inter-project Dependencies. Inter-project dependencies allow projects to depend on the artifacts

produced by other projects. For example, project A may be dependent on project B, thus project A

may require artifacts produced by a build of project B to be available to a build of project A. In such

situations we typically say that project A is dependent on project B. Notice, however, that the state-

ment that project A is dependent on project B is ambiguous since it says nothing about what build of

project A depends on what build of project B. Presumably successive builds of project A and of proj-

ect B include source code changes and some of those source code changes are incompatible. 

Removing the ambiguity without placing a heavy burden on the developer is the key to a good

dependency management system, and can be accomplished with the aid of flexible dependency rela-

tionships. A simplistic strategy for resolving this ambiguity in a flexible manner may be to create a

rule that states that the latest build of A is dependent on the latest build of B. A more sophisticated

dependency relationship would allow A to depend on the latest build of B that has passed not only

the unit test but also the functional test suite. These are just two examples of flexible dependency rela-

tionship rules that should be supported by the CI server.

[4.3]

[5]

[6]

[6.1 to 6.1.2]
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Of course, any dependency management system needs to handle transitive dependencies. While on

the surface this may look like a simple feature set, once different types of artifacts enter the equation,

robust handling of transitive dependencies can be difficult to find.

Pulling Builds. Consider a simple dependency scenario: project A is dependent on project B. Lets

say that a source code change spanning both project A and B is committed at 2:01. At 2:05 we request

a build of project A. The CI server could simply get the sources of project A and use the artifacts pro-

duced by the latest build of project B (lets say from 1:30). But that would produce a failed build of

project A and would incorrectly indicate that the code quality of project A has degraded.

Instead the CI server should know that project A depends on project B and should determine whether

project B needs to be built before it proceeds to build project A. We call this “pulling builds”. The CI

server should include support for this feature if you plan to use dependency management at all. But

our example does not end there.

Let us say that our CI server correctly checks the dependency (project B) and determines that it

should be built prior to the build of project A. Let us further say that at 2:05 the build of project B

commences and lasts 10 minutes. Thus, at 2:15 the CI server is ready to start a build of project A. In

order to properly handle this situation, the CI server needs to obtain the source code for the build of

project A using the exact same timestamp that was used to build project B. If the CI server chooses

to use the source code for project A as it exists after the build of project B, meaning at 2:15, then it

again can lead to a failed build, since there could have been a change to both projects A and B com-

mitted at 2:10. This example points out at least some of the intricacies that must be handled by the

CI server when scheduling builds in a dependency graph. 

Pushing Builds. Pushing builds works in the opposite direction of pulling builds. In the same sce-

nario as above (A dependent on B), rather than a build request for A pulling a build of B, a build of

B would push a build of A. The reason that you may want a build of B to push a build of A is to ensure

that the changes made to B do not break or degrade the functionality in project A. 

Most CI servers, if they include any dependency management features, support pushing builds.

However, as we have seen, a seemingly simple feature set has many intricacies. For example, just as

with pulling builds, the CI server should ensure that the timestamp used to retrieve the source code

for the build of A is the same as the timestamp used for the build of B. Very few CI servers ensure

this ... even if they claim support for pushing builds. 

Another complication with pushing builds occurs if there are multiple paths between nodes in the

dependency graph. For example, take project A that is dependent on B and C, with project B also

dependent on project C. In this scenario there are two paths from C to A: directly from C to A; from

C to B and from B to A. In this scenario, a build of project C should result in a build of project B,

which should result in a single build of project A. Simplistic implementations of this feature set will

invoke two builds of project A, one build for each path from project C to project A.

Dependencies on Third-party Artifacts. The integrated dependency management system should

support dependencies on third-party libraries in addition to supporting inter-project dependencies. In

today’s world, most software projects rely on either open source libraries or commercial components.

Managing these relationships through various releases and upgrades provides a lot of value.

Traceability of Artifact Usage. A dependency management system should be able to provide infor-

mation necessary to conduct impact analysis and full traceability of artifacts. Let us say that you

found a bug with a build of a library that is used by several projects throughout your organization.

Would it not be nice to know whether the buggy build is used by any dependents? Needless to say,

traceability the other way, the ability to see the exact builds of every component included in a build

of a particular project, is also invaluable.

[6.2]

[6.3]

[6.4]

[6.5]
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Provisioning Artifacts to Developers. A dependency management system not only needs to be inte-

grated with the CI server, but also with the developer’s ecosystem. If the project is going to use a

dependency management system (DMS), the DMS not only needs to provide artifacts during builds

at the CI server but also provide artifacts for developer builds as well. This means that the DMS

should have IDE plugins that allow developers to hook into the DMS from within the IDE. It also

means that the DMS should have integrations with existing build tools such as Ant, Maven, Nant,

MSBuild, etc. And, the DMS should have a command line interface as well.

EASE OF CONFIGURATION

A modern CI server will provide a web interface through which all configuration can be performed.

The days of logging into a remote machine and manually editing flat files or XML file are over. In

the leading CI servers, the fight is over ease of use and flexibility. The two goals may at times seem

to be contradictory, but there are several approaches employed to help reconcile them. 

The first approach is to allow users to pre-configure a pertinent piece of a process and then reuse that

piece within multiple projects. This feature allows users to effectively create a library of reusable

processes. Some CI servers make the 80-percent case simple and easy, forsaking the remaining 20

percent. Other products focus on the general case and thus require some extra work for every sce-

nario. Yet other servers try to be smart about configuration: if the user is configuring a common

process such as a CI build, the CI server can imply common steps such as source code check-out and

allow the user to fill in the remaining pieces. This approach attempts to marry the ease of use for the

80-percent case with the flexibility required for the remaining 20 percent. 

BUILD PURGING RULES

One of the repercussions of implementing CI is that your active projects start to accumulate quite a

few builds. For a moderately active project, 10 to 20 builds per day is very common. As we have seen,

the amount of data attached to each build is less than trivial: there are changelog reports, test reports,

coverage reports, various additional reports ... not to mention the artifact which you may be keeping

around. The problem with accumulating all these builds is that they take up space. Thus, the CI serv-

er you are evaluating should have some built-in mechanism to purge unneeded builds, or at least to

reduce the amount of space taken up by such builds. Ideally, the determination of what is an “unneed-

ed” build is flexible enough to allow you to customize it to your needs. Perhaps you only want to hold

onto the builds from the last 5 days; or you want the latest 10 successful builds and the last failed

build. The possibilities are nearly endless, and a flexible system of determining what is no longer

needed is required here.

[6.6]
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While it may be surprising that this paper combines the evaluation of CI servers with the evaluation

of Build Management (BM) servers, the reality is that when it comes to products, supporting a CI as

well as a BM feature is very natural; the difference in features is quite small. The big difference is in

the practices, but the features required to implement the practices are very similar. Further, the dis-

tinction between CI features and BM features is rather arbitrary and very inexact. For example, SCM

integration is required for BM just as much as it is for CI. The same goes for most of the features that

we have listed for CI ... perhaps with the exception of the quiet period. 

To some extent, the features that we list for BM may also be applicable to CI. For example, CI builds

do create artifacts and therefore an integrated artifact management system may make sense. However,

since artifact production is not the main point of CI, and it is the main point of BM, that feature set

finds its home under the umbrella of BM. The reality is that many organizations use the same prod-

uct for CI builds as they do for authoritative BM builds. Thus, from that point of view, it makes a lot

of sense to provide a unified evaluation of products aimed at both practices.

A BRIEF SUMMARY OF BUILD MANAGEMENT

When evaluating BM servers, it is helpful to keep in mind that while the role and approaches to BM

have shifted, the basic principles are still the same. BM, as the practice of producing an authoritative

build, can be roughly described by the activities of a build master or release engineer once they have

received code from a development team. The authoritative build, then, can be seen as any build pre-

pared and executed with the intent to deliver the artifacts to an environment other than development.

For example, a release build can be prepared and sent for QA testing; for a demonstration; or for beta

testing. In this view of BM, builds are not scheduled. The development team decides when the code

is ready for an authoritative build. Of course, there is the question of whether a scheduled nightly

build is part of CI or BM, as it does not fit neatly under either heading.

BUILD MANAGEMENT FEATURE SET

Critical to the success of a BM server is its ability to provide traceability. We can decompose the

traceability problem into three subparts: traceability between the build and source code; traceability

between the build and the artifacts; and traceability between the build and consumers of the build.

Consequently, in addition to many of the features already covered for CI servers, the BM server fea-

ture set should also include source traceability, artifact traceability, and build identifiers.

SOURCE TRACEABILITY

Source traceability provides the connection between the build and the source code that went into the

build. In this section, we need to evaluate whether the BM server has the required features to guar-

antee this aspect of traceability and whether there are any drawbacks to how the traceability mecha-

nisms are implemented. It is critical that we understand how the BM server establishes a link between

the build and the source code used. Given a build, the BM server should make it very explicit what

source code was used. There are several ways to accomplish this. One approach is to let the user spec-

ify the source code to be built by providing a snapshot or label. If that is how your organization per-

forms authoritative builds, then that provides traceability as long as your SCM guarantees that the

BUILD MANAGEMENT SERVERS
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contents of the snapshot or label will not change over time. Another approach to establishing trace-

ability between a build and source code is for the BM server to manage the creation of labels, snap-

shots, or baselines with the contents of the source code used for the build. The BM server should pro-

vide this ability our-of-the-box. This is one of those features that require an integration with the SCM,

and thus you need to ensure that the BM server includes the required integration features. One caveat

with this approach is that it may not be very efficient. In some SCMs, the creation of a label, base-

line or snapshot is a very long running process that can take up to several hours for modestly sized

projects. Thus, while this approach does provide traceability it may not always be the optimal

approach to take.

An approach to traceability that is very effective is to have the BM server obtain the source code from

the SCM based on a timestamp. This approach does assume that the SCM allows source code to be

retrieved based on a timestamp and that the SCM will in fact produce the same source code given the

same timestamp no matter when the request is made. Fortunately, these assumptions hold true for

most SCMs currently in use. The benefit of this approach is that it guarantees traceability without the

costs associated with using labels, baselines, or snapshots.

ARTIFACT TRACEABILITY

Because BM deals almost exclusively with the production of build artifacts, the BM server should

include an integrated artifact management system that ensures traceability between a build and the

generated artifacts. A server that does not have integrated artifact management makes it difficult to

trace the artifacts back to a particular build. In such cases artifacts must be placed in an external stor-

age medium and a link between the build and the artifacts must be made using a naming convention,

a spreadsheet, etc. An integrated artifact management system can provide additional benefits, such as

artifact hashing at the place and time the artifact is created. The artifact hash can then be used at any

time that the artifact is consumed to verify that the artifact has not been corrupted during transmis-

sion (transport) and that it has been tampered with while in storage. Solutions that do not provide an

integrated artifact management system need to provide these missing features via additional config-

urations and integrations with scripts or third-party tools.

The artifact management system should be integrated with the dependency management system to

provide a single, simple interface to the artifacts produced by a build, whether those artifacts are

being consumed as dependencies by another build or simply as artifacts. This type of integration can

eliminate the need to integrate with multiple external tools using scripts and manually configured

steps that complicate every build execution.

BUILD IDENTIFIERS (STAMPS)

Build identifiers (stamps) provide a way to unambiguously identify a build using a human friendly

string. This is the piece that provides traceability between the build and its consumers. This is the

piece that allows you to ask questions such as: what build is currently running in production? Without

build identifiers, even if we did have perfect traceability between source code and artifacts, we would

still have a lot of ambiguity when we try to use a build or their artifacts.

The build identifier (stamp) typically follows a format that has been adopted by the organization. This

format may be something as simple as “x.y.z” or it may be more complicated such as “WIN-32-2008-

02-18-01”. There is quite a bit of variation as to how organizations use stamps. For starters, some

organizations only use build numbers, others use only version numbers, and yet others use a combi-

nation of version numbers with build numbers. When evaluating BM servers, you need to make sure

that your specific requirements for the build identifier are going to be met.

Keep in mind that the build identifier may be a piece of information that is provided by another sys-

tem. For example, the SCM may have a unique identifier for the source code being provided to a build

based on change list number or the global repository revision number. The BM server should include

features that allow the build identifier to be based data coming from other systems.

[10 TO 10.3]
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Thus far, the focus has been on evaluating features that apply to teams, workgroups, and enterprises;

however, with trends in today’s software development space, the build server, either for CI or BM,

plays an increasingly important role to the enterprise. With this, a new breed of enterprise-class BM

servers, building on the core feature set, has emerged to address the needs and requirements of the

large, distributed organization. To meet demand, vendors now offer enterprise-class servers; howev-

er, some offerings are scaled up versions of team and workgroup servers, while others do not offer

the rich feature set that the enterprise requires. The repercussions of this can be great: Without a thor-

ough investigation of available products, and without an understanding of what features to look for,

the enterprise risks choosing a build server that will not perform up to expectation.

While there is a lot of noise about “enterprise” readiness, our experience has led us to believe that

there are essentially four sets of features required at the enterprise level. These are in addition to all

the features that we have covered thus far and they include: distributed builds, data storage, IT gov-

ernance, and scalable user interface.

DISTRIBUTED BUILDS

One of the main differences between team or workgroup server and enterprise ones is scale. While a

team server may be required to handle a load of 20 builds per day, an enterprise server may need to

handle several thousand builds in the same time period. The typical approach to solving this scalabil-

ity problem is to adopt a distributed model under which work (builds) can be farmed out to agents

running on additional machines. The typical architecture uses a hub and spoke pattern where a cen-

tral server provides features such as the configuration and build portals and the distributed agents pro-

vide the CPU and other resources.

Agent Discovery. In large installations with tens and even hundreds of agents, features that focus on

management of the agents begin to take on importance. For example, can the server discover agents,

or does an administrator have to configure each agent manually. While this is not a huge point, it cer-

tainly does help when additional agents need to be brought online quickly.

Agent Upgrade. A much bigger feature handles the propagation of automatic upgrades to agents.

When faced with manually upgrading agents across your entire build farm (e.g., when a new version

of the software comes out), the importance of this feature becomes acute. Does the server you are

evaluating support automated agent upgrades, or are you going to have to manually upgrade each

agent?

Agent Selection. The server should allow agents to be aggregated into groups, and the selection of

agents for use by builds should be flexible enough to allow dynamic allocation of agents to build jobs

at run-time. Such dynamic allocation means that build jobs do not have to be configured to run on a

specific agent but can be configured to run on any agent that meets the selection criteria. There are

numerous benefits of such a dynamic approach, as it allows the server to balance the load among

agents sending build jobs to agents that meet all the prerequisites and have the least load on them,

thus achieving faster turn around time for builds. 

ENTERPRISE BUILD SERVERS
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Also, the dynamic agent selection allows the server to work around any agent outages. If an agent

goes down and is no longer available, the server can run a build job on the next available agent that

meets all the selection criteria. 

You need to ensure that the agent selection mechanism in the server you are evaluating is going to

support the type of behavior that you need. Can you select agents based on the type of operating sys-

tem? Can you select agents based on the version of a library or SDK installed? Can you use multiple

selection criteria in aggregate?

Split Build Across Multiple Agents. It is only natural that as we introduce distributed build systems,

our quest for faster turn-around times make us ask the question whether we can speed up the build

by using multiple machines. This is a very natural and a very good question. Unfortunately, there is

a particularly high amount of disinformation on this topic. A lot of vendors claim speed improvements

that are only achievable in selected situations, and they are not explicit in letting you know that it is

likely not possible to speed up your build significantly in most other instances. 

Concurrent Builds. There are several factors that affect the potential for a speed improvement in

your build resulting from distributed builds. The primary factor is the programming language that you

are using. Some languages benefit more from concurrent or distributed compilation than others. For

example, C/C++ can benefit greatly from distributed compilation, while Java and .Net will not see

any impact on compilation speed from distribution. This does not mean that your Java build cannot

be sped up by using a distributed build farm; it just means that the compilation portion of the build

will not be impacted. 

It is common to run unit tests in a distributed manner and gain almost linear performance increase

from that strategy. Also, other portions of the build, such as producing automated documentation, can

be run in parallel to the compilation. So performance improvements are possible, and you should

ensure that the server you are evaluating will enable you to achieve enhanced speed. You should def-

initely dig into any claims being made on this point, as there are a lot unsubstantiated assertions in

this area. 

Supported Platforms. The last main concern when managing a build farm is perhaps the most fun-

damental. Can the tool actually run on all the machines that you need it to run on? What are all the

platforms, and operating systems used in your organization? What about the test machines? Are any

of them 64 bit? These concerns are fundamental but often ignored until late in an evaluation process.

Understand what you will demand of a potential tool early in the process.

DATA STORAGE

Any enterprise-class solution is going to store configuration as well as run-time data in a relational

database. You should ensure that a database back-end is in fact used and that it is used efficiently.

Efficient usage of a relational database uses the database for storing the type of data for which the

relational database technology has been optimized and should avoid storing other types of data in the

database. Therefore, while it may be appealing to store large log files in the database, doing so may

severely impact performance. 

Another point that needs to be kept in mind about database storage is that the choice of database

should be flexible, and allow the server to utilize the database of choice for your team. If a server

ships with an embedded version of MySQL and your organization is an Oracle shop, is that a risk you

are willing to take?

IT GOVERNANCE

While IT governance plays a major role within the enterprise, the control that needs to be exacted

over the development process needs to be tempered with flexibility, allowing teams to work in the

most productive manner. Because the enterprise has hundreds, or thousands, of developers and proj-

ects, access to administrative functions (e.g., the ability to change source code or build another team’s
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project) must be controlled. But if the build server does not provide the flexibility to determine indi-

vidual user permissions, teams may be restricted in how they do business. 

During the evaluation process, the enterprise that seeks governance and flexibility will be presented

with many options for consideration ... some better than others. Asking a vendor if their build server

provides role-based security, auditability, and integrations with authentication and authorization tools

will increase the chances that the enterprise selects the build server that best meets their needs. 

Role-based Security. Role-based security has become the standard way of implementing flexible

authorization systems. Users are assigned roles and roles are assigned permissions to resources such

as projects, build configurations, and other resources. For example, a developer may be permitted to

build a project his or her team is working on, but only view a related project. This allows teams to

know what others are doing while protecting the code base from inadvertent or worse, even nefari-

ous changes. 

Traceability and Auditability. Compliance has always been an important topic at the enterprise

level, and more so recently. In addition to the separation of roles provided by role-based security,

traceability and auditability enables an organization to determine what process was invoked, by

whom, when, why, and with what parameters. The server you are evaluating should provide the fea-

ture set required to answer the questions above. 

When a build is requested, the server should capture request information such as the user requesting

the build, the date and time of the request, as well as any properties that were provided to the build

process. Notes can shed some light on the reason for the build. In addition, integrations with tools

such as issue tracking tools and change management tools can produce reports that list the issues or

change requests associated with the build; thus helping to provide an answer to the why as well.

Integration with Authentication System. Because each enterprise has a significant investment in

existing tools, choosing a build server that integrates into the ecosystem will maximize both existing

investment as well as that of the new build server. Though most servers integrate with authentication

and authorization tools such as LDAP, Kerberos, SSO, etc., many enterprises often utilize home-

grown solutions. When evaluating servers, it is important to understand if and how the build server

integrates with these tools, and if the server has the capability to integrate with tools developed in-

house. 

SCALABLE USER INTERFACE

A user interface that scales to enterprise needs presents yet another criterion during the evaluation

process. One area of the user interface that typically fails first at the enterprise level is the presenta-

tion of projects. Most products provide a simple list of projects to the user. But when that list includes

hundreds and even thousands of projects, such a list becomes a very ineffective user interface device.

Vendors have taken several approaches to solve this problem. The basic approach is to provide user

configurable filters for the list. Using this approach the user would enter a regular expression to select

and view only the project whose name matches the regular expression. While effective at reducing

the number of projects, this approach requires a very strict naming convention that needs to include

every aspect that could be included in the selection filter. This solution leads to project names that are

long and rather cryptic, as they need to encode a lot of information that can be used by the filters.

Another solution is to organize the projects into a hierarchy using a project tree. In using this

approach the enterprise may create a hierarchy that models their physical locations, or business units,

or any other type of organizational structure. Projects can be placed within folders that make up the

hierarchical tree. Permissions to various portions of the tree can be assigned to roles representing

project teams, business units, etc. This approach does not require elaborate or cryptic naming con-

ventions and provides a familiar metaphor for organizing large numbers of projects. 
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CONCLUSION

While the list of features provided by this paper is not exhaustive, it should provide some indica-

tion of the depth of attributes that a successful CI or BM server should contain. We focused on

highlighting the most important features in each category, and on explaining the implications

regarding the quality of implementation for each feature. Armed with this information, you should

be able to sift through the noise and focus on information that is meaningful and will ultimately

lead a successful deployment. If key words such as Service Oriented Architecture, Agile,

Continuous Integration, Build Management, Deployment Automation, Release Management,

Dependency Management, and Compliance start to show up in your business lexicon, we hope this

paper will be a good reference.

We would like to receive any feedback that you may have, as well as any relevant experiences that

you can share. You can contact us at info@urbancode.com.
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Continuous Integration

1 SCM Integration

1.1 support for SCM

1.1.1 support for your usage pattern

1.1.2 changelog report

1.2 triggers

1.2.1 polling trigger

1.2.2 event trigger

1.3 quiet period

1.3.1 race condition free

2 Build Tool Integrations

2.1 integrates with your build tools

2.2 flexibility to run additional commands

3 Quality Determination

3.1 testing tool integrations

3.1.1 aggregating results

3.1.2 results in data warehouse

3.1.3 results available for logical decisions

3.1.4 metrics

3.2 test coverage tool integrations

3.2.1 aggregating results

3.2.2 results in data warehouse

3.2.3 results available for logical decisions

3.2.4 metrics

3.3 means to integrate additional reports

4 Feedback

4.1 notifications

4.1.1 mediums

4.1.2 blame developer

4.2 build portal (dashboard) with reports

4.2.1 changelog

4.2.2 errors clearly identified 

4.3 IDE plugins

5 Smart Build Queue

6 Dependency Management

6.1 inter-project dependencies

6.1.1 flexible dependency relationships

6.1.2 transitive dependencies

6.2 pulling builds

6.3 pushing builds

6.4 dependencies on third-party artifacts

6.5 traceability of artifact usage

6.6 provisioning artifacts to developers

7 Ease of Configuration

7.1 web-based configuration

7.2 reuse existing configuration in new projects

7.3 smart configurations

8 Build Purging Rules

Build Management

9 Source Traceability

9.1 specifying source for build

9.2 tags, baselines, snapshots

9.3 using timestamps

10 Artifact Traceability

10.1 integrated artifact storage

10.2 artifact hashing

10.3 integration with dependency management

11 Build Identifiers (Stamps)

11.1 flexible pattern

11.2 based on other systems

Enterprise Features

12 Distributed Builds

12.1 agent discovery

12.2 agent upgrade

12.3 agent selection

12.4 split builds across multiple agents

12.5 concurrent builds

12.6 supported platforms

13 Data Storage

13.1 database back-end

13.2 choice of databases

14 IT Governance

14.1 role-based security

14.2 traceability and auditability

14.3 integration with authentication systems

15 Scalable User Interface

The preceding text is annotated to correspond to items on

this checklist. For example, the section on SCM Integration

is marked with [1] and the Distributed Builds section is

marked with [12] in the left hand column. So when using the

checklist, it is possible to easily find detailed information

about any particular feature. We do not provide an evaluation

methodology, such as rating each solution under evaluation

on a scale of 0 to 5. That scoring varies by organization,

depending on your devilish details, but the framework will

hopefully be helpful.

Using the Checklist
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